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It doesn't get hollywood more authentic than this quirky repository for original scripts, still movies, and old and new movie posters. An alternative to the kitschy tourist trap surrounding it, the Hollywood movie poster is unsolvable tucked into the corner of the back-century artisan patio collection. Located just across Hollywood Boulevard
from the Egyptian theatre, longtime owner Ronald Bursette shares place items to please movie goers of any generation. The full-size store film posters run from vintage (Angels Over Broadway, 1940) to trendy new ones (Harry Potter and twilight movies). Major Hollywood studios have been working with cinema owners to shrink the
traditional release window and allow consumers to rent movies on demand in less than 17 days after they hit theaters. But here's the rub: Early rents will cost a lot more money - up to $50 a pop, according to a report from Variety. Theatre chains have been resistant to the idea of shorter release windows, insisting it eat into its bottom line.
The standard window is 90 days away from theatrical release to the home market. Read the full story here. [Photo: Flickr user laurariumartín.] Source: Apple Emojis are taking over the big screen... No, I'm serious. In further proof that Hollywood is fresh from ideas, Sony has reportedly recently won the rights to an animated film centered
on smiling faces and other symbols you use in texts and on social media according to Deadline, hailing the project from Anthony Leondis (Kung Fu Panda: Masters Secrets). Leondis co-wrote the script with Eric Siegel (TBS's Men in The Workplace) and will also direct. The land reportedly sparked a fierce bidding war between the three
major studios. Sony finally won with an aggressive seven-figure pay-off. ... Or in terms of emoji, many bags with cash symbols on them. So what exactly did the studios fight so fiercely? Details about what the film will actually be looking for (Dancing Lady Red Dress? smile-clad sunglasses?) have not been released, but Deadline reports
that studio execs know that this is the zeitgeist moment for ideograms that hatched in Japan and want to jump on it. Plus, unlike the Lego movie, there are no basic rights to buy - a quality that only makes the concept even more appealing to Hollywood. It's hard to believe that anyone, even the most talented filmmakers, can make a full
feature film of emojis. Which is to say, Leondis has a lot of experience in animation. In addition to directing Panda Kung Fu: Masters Secrets, he recently completed the flick DreamWorks B.O.: Bureau of Otherworldly Operation. The film, which features the voices of A-list stars such as Bill Murray, Melissa McCarthy, Matt Bomer and Seth
Rogen, has been temporarily pulled from the program as the company undergoes some renovations. While Leondis has taken care of the animation experience, Siegel likely helped bring in Sound to the table. The writer and actor has sold several shows to Fox and NBC and also served as producers in the TBS Men at Work series and
ABC's Family Tools. Given their backgrounds, it will be interesting to see what the duet has come up for their emoji project. Surprisingly enough though, they are not the only emoji project with them in the works. At any deadline, the second similar pitch is going to buy shortly, which may be another reason sony animation is looking to
move on this sooner rather than later. Yes, we live in a world with competing emoji films. While an emoji movie seems to reach a new level of absurdity, even for Hollywood, it's far from the only movie based on phone technology coming our way. The film Angry Birds is currently set to premiere next summer. Similarly, Pixels, a film based
on classic video game characters, is set to hit theaters this month. Depending on how both of those run in theaters, look for Sony to make this an even bigger priority. To be fair, some animated ideas have not gone entirely original lately to become winning features. The clearest example of the film is Lego, which earned numerous critical
acclaim and acclaim after its debut last year. Of course this won't be the last thing we see from it - Hollywood is apparently determined to take all the franchise fatigue with the slew of Lego movies with them planned over the next few years. However, the big success of the Lego movie has clearly opened up a new demand for these types
of animated films. Whether the emoji movie surprises us and is going the same way or ultimately as big of a disaster as it looks like remains to be seen. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheets: This Month, David Cronenberg - the movie master that will take you to Whuuh? - Release Maps to The Stars, a movie that follows some of the
incredibly cluttered folks who live and work in Hollywood. Even if you're not normally creeping into the director's brand of, it's hard to resist the lure of watching Julianne Moore, Mia Wasikowska, Robert Pattinson, and John Cusack play, well, your kind. Gimplett's waiver to Hollywood is one of the filmmakers' favorite things to do. The
industry has long been wary of cautionary stories about the price of fame and the dangerous city where nothing is more valuable - just look at a star born or Bling's ring. And why not? Screenwriters write what they know and you can't find a set easier than a real studio. Sure, there are a lot of videos that celebrate business glamour (singing
in the rain, artist). But, we already know that this is a city full of beautiful beautiful people. It's good to catch a glimpse under the dark belt that proves That Tinseltown is nothing more than a fictional facade. Clear your palate of glitz from awards season and watch the footage to remind yourself why you might want to stay safely on this side
of the silver screen. You can find hundreds of free comedy videos online, save you And also at no cost of going out to rent a DVD or visit movie theaters. These free movie sites have featured many comedies over the years, including Charlie Bartlett, Bruno, American Pie Presents: The Book of Love, Sean of the Dead, Beverly Hills Ninja,
Click, and RV, among many others. If you're looking for something more classic, there are some older comedy movies including Some Like It Hot, Blondie on a Budget, Navy Blues, Smart Alecks, and Trouble Chase. You may also have stumbled across a comedy that you've never heard of, which may just turn out to be the most unique
and funny movie you've seen for a long time. Since they are free to watch, you feel more comfortable taking chances in something new. © Crackle, Inc. Crackle has about 50 full-length comedies that are completely free to watch. You can browse by year, title, and videos that are recommended this week to limit your selection. Blankman,
Man On The Moon, Bruno, American Pie Presents: The Book Of Love, Balls Out: Gary The Tennis Coach, Woke Up Dead Movie, Shaun of the Dead, Beverly Hills Ninja, Click, and RV are just some of the comedies you can watch. Crackle has about 20 free TV sitcoms too, such as The Jeffersons, Good Times, Dilbert, 10 cases or less,
and all in the family. © Popcornflix has several free movie genres, one specifically for comedies that you can choose from the menu at the top of the website. Videos can be sorted by their most popular or titled. Grand theft, Black Spring break, my girlfriend's boyfriend, bustle, aside any, Entropy, and caught-in-law numerous examples of
free comedies you can stream from Popcornflix. The movie found online has a collection of more than 50 comedies that are listed over just a few pages, which makes it easy to quickly browse through them. Videos from those released in the early 1900s to the present day, such as Kung Fury, Gunfyter, Moped Diary, No Thirsty, Melon
Head, Bear, and Rare Export. © classics are available online for dozens of free classic comedies from classic cinema online. Some films are classified as romantic comedies, while others are candified films. I'm from Arkansas, some like That Hot, Blondie on a Budget, Navy Blues, Alecks Smart, Topper, and three husbands have some
comedy you can watch using classic cinema online. ©'s tv channel is another source of free online comedy movies and TV shows. There are two ways you can find comedy movies on Pluto TV... The first is through Pluto's MOBILE TV app. You can pick from a list of comedies like Legally Blonde (1 and 2), Barbershop, Stan Helsing,
Wedding Daze, Inbetweeners, Bill &amp; Ted's Bogus Journey, and Dead Man on Campus. Another way to find free comedies on Pluto TV is to watch them live via Channel 60 and others. Videos here play 24/7 and new ones are added every week, but they may also mix in with movies from other genres such as drama romance . On-
demand comedies are available, too, which means you can watch them at any time, as many times as you like. Pluto TV is also known for their television shows. YOU CAN GET SPECIAL COMEDY SHOWS FROM MANY COMEDY CHANNELS THAT INCLUDE ONION AND CRACKED, AMONG OTHERS. RETROVISION CLASSIC
COMEDY FILMS CAN BE FOUND IN RETROVISION, WHICH HAS A ONE-PAGE LIST FULL OF COMEDY. Some of these free comedies include Bucket of Blood, Time of Your Life, Traffic Ward, Trouble Chase, Road to Bali, Saint Benny Slope, Irish Luck, Malice in the Palace, A Man Who Walked Alone, Unrestricted, and Star Trek –
Conspiracy 47. Thousands of free movies and TV shows are available via Toby's and all of them can be viewed in addition to a PC on a number of mobile devices. Some of the free comedies in Toby include fully loaded, Jeff who lives at home, El Dorado, he's way more famous than you, 10 years later, Johann, Ghost Team One, and
Dreamworld. There's also a whole section on Toby that's just for stand-up comedy movies. Some videos require you to log in to view them, but registration is free and only takes a few moments. © youtube is widely known for music videos, movie trailers, and other types of videos online, but there are also plenty of videos you can watch for
free. YouTube won't let you search videos by genre, meaning you have to navigate through all the videos to find the videos you want to watch. Broadcasting.
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